
























































































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE REGULATORY REFORM COMMITTEE AND OFFICE OF
THE DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER COMMITTEE

MEETING CONCURRENTLY PURSUANT TO STANDING ORDER NO 137A

WEDNESDAY 8 JANUARY 2003

Members present:

Mr Peter Pike, in the Chair

Andrew Bennett Mr Dai Havard
Mr John Bercow Andy King
Mr Clive Betts Mr Andrew Love
Mr Russell Brown Chris Mole
Mr David Clelland Dr Doug Naysmith
Mr John Cummings Mr Bill O’Brien
Mrs Claire Curtis-Thomas Christine Russell
Mr JeVrey M Donaldson Mr Gary Streeter

Brian White

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Tony McNulty MP, A Member of the House, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, Mr David

Green, Policy OYcer, andMs Sarah Millington, Legal Adviser, OYce of the Deputy PrimeMinister,
examined.

(Mr Green) Well, we have had local authoritiesChairman
which are looking for quite a long time at the

1. Can I welcome you here, Minister. You will procurement process and are now looking to sign
know that this is an unusual format in which we are contracts and we are hoping that at least one or two
meeting today. In fact it is the first time that we have of themwill sign this financial year and hopefully one
done this, two committees meeting jointly. There are next month, so basically the change needs to be in
two reasons for that. One is that the Regulatory place this financial year. If it is not, we are working
Reform Committee, by legislation, has to work on interimmeasures which will enable the projects to
under a tight timetable and we wanted to involve the proceed, although they are not satisfactory. There
expertise of the ODPM Select Committee and we are a couple of proposals at the moment which I do
also felt that corresponding backwards and forwards not know whether you will want me to elaborate on.
was a little bit too slow to eliminate some of the One is where the SPV lets sub-contracts, but the local
concerns of my Committee. We have had some authorities are party to those contracts and you get,
correspondence backwards and forwards and there therefore, the delegation of management functions in
are a number of questions. Obviously we want to that way. The other is for sub-contractors, their
meet the timetable and to be able to deliver our management staV to come under the wing of the
report. I cannot prejudge what that report will say, SPV, so all the management function lies within the
but we want to meet that timetable. Could you SPV. These are not satisfactory solutions and would
introduce your team to us. need changes to the contract documents at the
(Mr McNulty) Yes, certainly. This is Sarah moment and they are not ones that the private sector

Millington, Legal, and David Green, Housing. are particularly happy with, nor the local authorities.
So there is the potential for projects still to proceed

2. Can I begin from the start. Why was it and if our Regulatory Reform Order fails, then we
discovered so late that there was no legislative power would have to look at the possibility of looking
to undertake the kind of projects which are envisaged perhaps at the Housing Act which is being proposed,
under this proposal and what is the deadline for but obviously that would delay things quite
implementing these changes and what would happen considerably. A further impact of the Order not
if the deadline was not met? going through would be market confidence which we
(Mr Green) The reason why the issue came up so are particularly concerned about.

late was largely because it depends on a matter of
interpretation in respect of section 27. As you well
know, we have had these “pathfinder” PFI projects
with authorities underway, but it was not really until Andrew Bennett
authorities started drafting contract conditions that

4. Could we be specific. What was the date whenthey and bidders became aware of this particular
you first discovered that there was a problem?issue. It is not one which has arisen in the past.
(Mr Green) Probably about June of last year, I

3. And what is the deadline for implementing the think. No, before that in fact, probably April of
last year.changes?
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5. And what was done about it between April the new Order is secured, the future of transferring

and sub-contracting housing management will beand now?
robustly done rather than done in a hurry or in some(Mr Green) We had discussions within the
sort of cack-handed way. I think we are fairlyDepartment with our legal advisers and others. We
confident about the robustness of this as a vehicle.spoke to our “pathfinder” authorities and 4ps1 about

the issue.Wediscussedwith colleagues about the best Chairman: I am going to move to perhaps an
absolutely key issue and that is the appropriatenessway to pursue the change and, as I mentioned before,

we did look at the housing legislation as a way of of the measure which is the crucial issue on which the
Committee has to judge every proposal which comesproceeding and also by attaching it to a Bill, and we

produced the consultation paper which went out in before us.
August of last year.
(Ms Millington) I think it may have been slightly

earlier than April of last year. It might have been the Brian White
previous autumn. We started discussing it in the

12. There are two key things we have to consider.autumn of 2001, I think. It was sort of late, just
One is whether it is controversial and the other isbefore Christmas, something like that.
whether it is adding new burdens or not. Given that

6. You are trying to convince us that it is urgent you have got a Local Government Bill going through
and yet there seems to be great vagueness as to when at the moment, why did you not use that rather than
it became urgent. the RRO? What was it about the RRO which was
(Mr Green) We can come back to you with the particularly appropriate for this?

dates, if you like. (Mr McNulty) The short and kind of technical,
procedural answer to that is that it would have7. I think there are some problems about the time,

but you think it might have been the autumn of 2001? widened the scope of the Local Government Bill as
per the long title of the Local Government Bill and(Ms Millington) Just before Christmas, around
would have turned it into another Bill above andthat date.
beyond what the scope of its long title was. You will8. So it is over twelve months ago when you first know from the Queen’s Speech that this year we arestarted to think that there was a problem? going to bring out and publish a draft Housing Bill,(Mr McNulty) Well, when the problem was but again, given that the emphasis there is on “draft”,identified. Clearly twelve months on, it is twelve thatwould not fit in appropriatelywith the timetable,months more towards a degree of urgency. and given the nature of what we are trying to do with

9. So which is the local authority which is in this specific aspect of the transfer of housing
diYculties if you do not get this Order? management, we thought that the regulatory reform
(Mr Green) We have three authorities who are was the appropriate process to use.

nearing contract signature. One is Manchester, the 13. The Department has tried to argue that theyother is Islington and the other is North-East accept that PFI is politically controversial and theDerbyshire. Government has given an undertaking that they will
10. As far as the Manchester one is concerned, not bring large and controversial measures through

what specific scheme inManchester is it dealing with? the Regulatory Reform Order. The Department has
(Mr Green) It is near the Ardwick part of the town. tried to argue that although PFI is controversial, this
(Mr McNulty) The Plymouth Grove/Stockport is a technical amendment which is on the periphery.

Road estate. Is this not going to aVect whether you actually deliver
PFI or not, this particular amendment, and therefore
it goes to the crux of PFI?
(Mr McNulty) I do not think so. As David saidChairman

earlier, what this will do is deliver these specific11. Are you now satisfied that there has been time contracts, although, you understand, it goes far, farfor you to consider all of the potential implications of beyond that in terms of its scope, so it will deliverthe changes and do you think that there is any these contracts in the most satisfactory way for localpossibility that people will suggest that the necessity authorities as well as for contractors rather thanfor getting the changes through in time for the going other routes which are clearly being exploredcontracts to be signed on pre-existing projects has on a contingency basis, but by common consent onperhaps resulted in poorly-prepared pieces of both sides, contractors and local authorities wouldlegislation? be less than satisfied with the alternatives than to(Mr McNulty) Well, I am certainly not going to sit going this specific route.here and say, “Yes, it is terribly poorly prepared and
we are very, very sorry, but it was all a big rush”. I 14. But there are four options that theGovernment

has identified for local authority housing which isthink given the twelve months plus that we have just
alluded to in terms of looking at the process and direct provision, ALMOs, PFI and stock transfer.

This only applies to the three privatisation routes,given that these problems arose only as and when the
details of contracts were being explored, I think now not to direct provision, as Mr Green said in his

previous evidence to this Committee, so is it notusing the RRO process, we are in a position,
especially by going far wider than just addressing really the fact that it is about the ending of council

housing and, therefore, it is politically controversial?specifically contractual problems with PFI, where if
(Mr McNulty) Well, at the risk of being

controversialmyself, I do not accept that either of the1 4ps, a branch of the Local Government Association which
advises on public/private partnerships and procurement. three alternatives are privatisation routes, number
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one, not least because overwhelmingly the ownership (Mr Green) We did ask all of the authorities which

are involved in PFI projects to bring these issues toof the housing stays exactly with the council in most
cases, but clearly if the Order is about transferring the attention of their tenants’ groups.
sub-contracting down on particular aspects of 19. And was that done?housing management, it is not going to prevail or be (Mr Green) That was done, yes.an option in terms of directly-provided municipal

20. You are sure of this?housing because it is directly provided, so you are not
sub-contracting anything down. So yes, it does only (Mr Green) In themajority of cases, though I think
apply to PFI, ALMOs and stock transfer2 in that a couple of authorities did not.
sense, so three of the four options, but within that is 21. You are saying that arising from that exercise,providing what we see as the most satisfactory, the from your specific request, tenants’ groups did notmost eYcient route for any current and future ways respond?of exploring housing management as part of each of (Mr Green) I cannot remember the exact numbersthose three options. that did not respond, but it was very few.
15. Given that, why then did you not identify the 22. Have you any idea of how many were asked?particular burdens which are going to be put upon

(Mr Green) It is likely to be ten.the management that local authorities are going to
have to face in managing these contracts when they 23. How many?
have to decide who is the agent and what is the actual (Mr Green) Nine or ten.
definition? The response from the Department was

24. How many tenants’ groups?that there are no real additional burdens.
(Mr Green) We have eleven authorities pursuing(Mr McNulty) Well, I am not terribly sure that

PFI on housing.there are.

16. So if you are actually managing contracts and
deciding who is an agent and a sub-agent and things Dr Naysmith
like that, that is actually going to add to the amount

25. Just before that, you said that a couple ofof work that local authorities have to do.
authorities did not. Could you just be more specific(Mr McNulty) It will increase part of the work that
about the number?local authorities do on a daily basis in the course of
(Mr Green) Can I come back to you with that?being local authorities. I do not think the

management and control of an additional or a series 26. Out of eleven?
of additional contracts adds significantly in terms of (Mr Green) Yes, we have got eleven local
burden, time or eVort to a local authority any more authorities.
than, as you will well know, the complexities of

27. Because even a couple would be at least two.managing a range of contracts which local
(Mr Green) Okay, nine.authorities do on a regular basis, so in that sense it is
(Mr McNulty)We also consulted a range of tenantit not adding any significantly additional burden.

federations and also TPAS, the Tenants’
Participation Advisory Service, who are very up in
this area, but in addition I would remind theMr Cummings Committee that there is significant provision for

17. The Committee have been told in evidence by consultation with the tenants most directly aVected
Unison that the consultation exercise has not been as part of the process and we were very, very keen
widely drawn as far as tenants and trade unions are that that was part and parcel of the entire reform of
concerned. I understand that you have had very few section 27. Much of any “new burdens” that were
responses from tenants’ groups as distinct from placed on authorities as part of the change to section
tenants’ organisations. Can you tell the Committee 27 revolved around as full a consultation as possible
what consultation was carried out between tenants’ with the tenants who had been directly involved in
groups and what responses the Department have this and that is terribly important.
received?
(Mr Green) As we said in our response to the

Committee, we listed the tenants’ organisations Andrew Bennett
whom we consulted with, the National Housing

28. So the Ardwick ones that we talked aboutFederation, the Local Federation of Housing
earlier, what was their response?Associations—
(Mr Green) They are very supportive of what we

18. We have the list in front of us and it does are trying to do. They are supportive of the proposals
appear to be quite extensive from organisations as for change.
distinct from tenants’ groups who would be at the
sharp end of any PFI. Did you target specifically
tenants’ groups who are actively involved at the Dr Naysmithsharp end of this exercise?

29. You are saying that it was up to local
authorities to do the consultation. Is that right?2 The proposals will only apply to ALMOs, PFI and any

similar arrangements. Where stock transfers to a housing (Mr Green) We asked them specifically to do that.
association, how the services are provided is a matter for the

30. And some of them did not do it?successor landlord (the housing association) which is
contrained by section 27. (Mr Green) A couple did not, yes.
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31. Why did they not do it if you had asked them 37. The question, Minister, was in relation to

tenants’ groups.to do it?
(Mr McNulty) Tenants’ groups and ALMOs. The(Mr Green) I am not sure.

point here is tenants’ groups opposed toALMOs and(Mr McNulty) We can get back to you on that.
there are none who have written to us.

38. You have not asked?
(Mr McNulty) No.Mr Cummings
39. How do you know?32. You also or your Department, Minister, told
(Mr McNulty) Whom do we ask?the Committee that you were unaware of tenants’
Mr Cummings: The tenants’ groups.groups who have specifically opposed the

establishment of arm’s length management
organisations and, consequently, did not target them

Chairmanspecifically. What consultation have you undertaken
with organisations or groupswho are opposed to PFI 40. Tenants’ groups in the areas which are not
and other forms of contracting out of the local involved with PFI where there might be potential
authority housing function and would you tell the for PFI.
Committee what response you have received? (Mr McNulty) Some at least were involved in the
(Mr McNulty) Well, I suspect, I do not know 100 process. We spoke to the Federation of Tenants’ and

per cent, but I suspect that the answer to that is none. Residents’ Associations in Plymouth, Bradford,
I am not sure it would have been terribly useful or Bristol, none of whom were involved in PFI.
terribly instructive for us or the organisations
concerned if we had consulted what are essentially
political campaigning groups or if we are talking Mr Cummings
about something specific to local authorities and the

41. These are organisations, Minister, and I amtenants that are aVected. If you are asking me did we
talking about tenants’ groups.ring up and have a chat about council housing, the
(Mr McNulty) If you are talking about small, adanswer is no.

hoc tenants’ groups up and down the country, then
33. No, I am not asking that at all. You are I am—

specifically saying that you are unaware of tenants’
groups. How are you unaware of tenants’ groups
who have oYcially opposed the establishment of Mr Bercow
arm’s length management organisations?

42. Mr Green, you said a moment ago when you(Mr Green) We are unaware of groups who are
were answering a question from Mr Cummings thatopposed to ALMOs.
the Ardwick tenants are “supportive of the

34. Are you relying upon people writing to you? proposals”. My concern, not dissimilar to what Mr
Have you carried out an exercise in the area in which Cummings is trying to do, is to try to identify the
you are operating? How do you know this if you do specifics, so what I would like to know is was that
not ask anyone? Many of these organisations are ad support unanimous or was it merely a majority? Was
hoc, they are voluntary bodies, they give freely of it verbal or was it written and was it formal or was it
their own time, they meet in the evening, they are not informal? What I think we want to try to establish is
serviced by any particular organisation, so how do the robustness of the procedure which leads you to
you know? make a claim. That is really what we want to do.
(Mr Green) Having said that, we did have When we have got that information, we can all reach

consultee responses who were not in favour of what our own assessments about the merits of the
we were proposing, particularly leaseholder groups Government’s proposals as a whole, but I am
who had bad experiences of the previous— concerned about the specifics and, as I say, the

robustness of the procedure.35. I am particularly asking about tenants’ groups,
(Mr Green) It was written and it was formal. WeMr Green.

were not given any indication as to whether it was(Mr McNulty) The submission says very, very unanimous or majority, but I assume it was aspecifically that, “We are unaware of tenants’ groups majority view.who are opposed to ALMOs”, and that is just simply
43. How many people are we talking about?the truth. If you have a useful list of tenants’ groups

who are opposed to ALMOs specifically either in the (Mr Green) We are talking of about a thousand
urban areas or beyond, then I would be delighted to residents aVected by the scheme.
see it.

36. If you do not ask the question, you do not get
Chairmanthe answer.

(Mr McNulty) If we are talking about specific ad 44. On this, the key on the consultation is that with
a shortened period of consultation from the normalhoc groups, of which of course there are plenty,

which sprang up or diverted their attention as and period that we would have expected from twelve to
eight weeks, it aVects not only tenants’ groups, butwhen there was a stock transfer and were totally

against it, then that list could be fairly extensive if everybody else. Do you feel that everything possible
was done to make sure that those who wanted toyou work on where the ballots were and work out

who was for and who was not. respond were able to respond in that period? You
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have had a shorter period to be able to come forward function. The more realistic answer is probably that

they may now be doing it already where they arewith this proposal and not for the convenience of
acting illegally, but we do not know.3those you were consulting with.
(Mr McNulty) When he says “illegally”, that(Mr Green) Yes, I am convinced that we gave them

worries me, so I’ll bring the lawyer in.suYcient time to respond eVectively and I think that
(Ms Millington) The intention of the proposedis borne out by the fact thatwe did get responses from

reform is to widen the way in which the powers of thetenants’ groups and also leaseholder groups, so I do
local housing authority can be delegated to enablenot think there was any problem there.
the person to whom it is delegated to further

45. Do you see any other ways, other than the delegate. Now, that is constrained by the
existing PFIs, in which these changes could be used requirement that they will consult the tenants who
by local housing authorities? are most aVected and they will take that person into
(Mr McNulty) The way it has been drawn, it has account and the Secretary of State would in giving

been quite specific to be as broad and as flexible as approval. It is envisaged that the contracts would
possible, so I would not foresee at the moment quite contain a lot of elements and because of this, it is
any way in which, for example, ALMOs or tenant necessary for other persons to be involved in carrying
management organisations would necessarily want out the exercise of these functions.
to use this particular provision now, but they may

48. But it is not delegating things to otherwell do in the future, which is why it is drawn in those
organisations, but it is delegating to organisationsbroadest terms rather than just drawn very, very
which can then delegate to other organisations?narrowly just as a reaction to the diYculties
(Ms Millington) Yes, but there are limitationsencountered with these specific contracts. So the

within the structure of the proposed reform toshort answer is that given the flexibility, it can be
section 27, so there is a requirement for the Secretarydrawn far, far wider and be utilised by ALMOs,
of State’s approval to further sub-agreements, so it isTMOs and perhaps other vehicles, but I would not
not a change which is enabled simply by the firstforesee that in the very near future, plus these are
approval. There is also a means by which approval isvery early days in terms of those particular models.
not required to every change or variation of the
agreement, so it is a change to enable policy to46. As a quick point following on from that, if you
develop further and for the local authority to enablesee that there might be potential with the position as
more complicated agreements to be carried out.4you see it, how can you be sure that all the necessary
(Mr McNulty) And bearing inmind that this is stillprotection will be maintained in the future? Is there

ultimately a local government contract, so it still sitsnot a danger that some people might think that you
under the internal auditing regimes local governmentare using this regulatory reform procedure to slip
has to abide by and it still sits under the Districtthrough the potential for PFI, recognising that some
Auditor regime and theDistrict Auditor is more thanpeople are opposed to PFI and others welcome it?
aware of the regulations that prevail and the-back-(Mr Green) I think it is unfortunate that the
stop of the Secretary of State having the last word inproposals we are talking about are proposals to
approval, not in every case, but in many cases. Alsolegislation which have been in place for quite some
in terms of any shift or change, I go back toMr Pike’sconsiderable time. It was really the last amendment
point about protection under the revised section 27formulated to enable two specific contracts. It is
where any number of key decisions which are madeprobably long overdue for change itself so that it fits
which will impact most directly on tenants, there willmore with government policy and with more
be provision for that ongoing tenant consultation, somodern-day procurement methods and it is
in terms of protection, we are back to your earlierunfortunate that it has got tied in with the PFI aspect
point, Mr Pike, and I think, if anything, it isin that respect. It is not just about PFI, but it should enhanced by the Order and the changes to section 27also help authorities on diVerent levels. For instance, rather than denigrated or degraded in any way.if they want to engage a registered social landlord to

manage their housing and a registered social
landlord or housing association wants to call on the

Chairmanexpertise of specialists in, for instance, sheltered
housing, that sort of arrangement would not be able 49. It is an issue that we have to be concerned
to go ahead without these changes in place, so we are about.
not just talking about big PFI contracts here, but it (Mr McNulty) Yes, absolutely.
should help on the smaller issues for local authorities.

Mr Havard

Dr Naysmith 50. If you did not get these changes, howwould the
current schemes which are running be aVected and

47. Some of these things have been going on for a why would they be aVected because when I read the
while, other organisations’ management of a original section 27, there seems plenty of discretion
particular part of the housing stock, so why should
we get into problems now which this legislation will

3 The suggestion here was meant to be that some housingsort out? management work may be being subcontractual at the
(Mr Green) Probably the oYcial answer is moment by authorities unaware of the constraints of

presumably because they have not involved a sub- Section 27.
4 This is a reference to the proposed subsection (7)(b).contractor for delegating their housing management
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for the Minister to do a number of things? I am not a key and central part of the future contracts, but it
fully understanding how they would be aVected and leaves it to the contractors and the tenants and the
why they would be aVected if you did not have it. local authority to devise how they best seek the way,

given their circumstances, to consult and that(Mr McNulty) They would be aVected because in
many cases, like a whole range of normal contracts consultation programme, for future reference, is part
let by local government, rather than the delegation of the process—
being once removed and that contractor doing

53. Is it consultation or is it involvement? Mrabsolutely everything, there is scope for subsequent
Green is saying “involvement” and you are sayingdelegation. Now, as I understand it, the way things
“consultation”. Now, if it is involvement, then it isare at the moment, as I think Dr Naysmith said, that
not written into the Order. Why?happens, but it happens in an extremely rigid fashion
(Mr Green) There are several parts to section 27,and a fashion which does not bring much flexibility

one of which does enable the Secretary of State toto the game for either the local authority, the tenants
issue statutory guidance.who are most directly aVected or the contractor, so,

as Dr Naysmith has already said, there may well be 54. That is the old one, but we are talking now of
a subsequent sub-let for the windows, but that is part a new approach. If we are saying that there will be
of an overall refurbishment and management tenant involvement and the contracts will contain a
contract and if that refurbishment and management lot of elements and there are elements along the way
contract says, “. . . and the windows will be done which hopefully the tenants will be involved in,
three months into the contract”, and then you will therefore, if there is going to be all this pressuremove on to something else, the sub-contractor has to applied to tenants after the contract, why is that notconform with that specific requirement in the overall put in the Order?housing management contract laid down as a slab

(Mr McNulty) Well, as Mr Green said, the Orderand that is it whether it is convenient for the tenants
is dealing with only part of section 27, but the part ofto have their windows done within that three-month
section 27 which talks about the issuing of guidancewindow at the start of the contract or otherwise. That
on consultation remains. It is not aVected by whetheris the only extent of any real delegation and rigidity
the Order is secured or otherwise, as I understand it,and flexibility thus far. That is kind of over-egged for
and the Explanatory Document, as I say, sets outeVect, but it is not that simplistic, having done it
very, very clearly, number one, the importance ofmyself for many years, not put the windows in, but
consultation and how within the process thatcontrolled the contract. That degree of flexibility is
consultation should be achieved. I think there is afar more robust post the Order than it was
kind of continuum, is there not, between involvementpreviously. I think the points about what happens to
and what is more a day-to-day issue and broaderthese extant contracts or contracts which are being
consultation which impacts on the wider strategicdeveloped now if the Order does not get through, as
programme issue. If consultation is devolved downDavid has already said, they will probably still
to a proposal for a change in the housinghappen, but in a far less satisfactory fashion certainly
management, you would expect some degree offor local authorities and probably the contractors
involvement from the tenants in that process.than if this Order is secured.
Whether you are talking about some elaborate
consultation process just as to whether you are going
to change your housing manager or not, so it is full-Mr O’Brien
blown consultation, would not stop it from being

51. On the question of tenant consultations, the very, very serious involvement and participation for
question-and-answer exercise so far has always tenants.
referred to the consultation with tenants on the
future programme, but what about the future 55. The real concern is that if we have all these
consultation for tenants? Is there not a risk that elements in the contract and you said, Minister, that
under the arrangements put in place tenants could be the local authority contracts will be involved with
bombarded with constant consultation on the audit and everything else, so the tenants are going to
management of their homes and, therefore, if we do be responsible, but they are not going to have the
not explain to the tenants in the first place that there authority over the elements in the contract or the
will be continuing consultation, we could find that local government involvement with the auditors, so
there will be a loss of interest for our tenants after the all they are meant to do is to consult with the tenants
contract and that is too late because we cannot do that a decision will be made by the Secretary of State
anything about it afterwards, so what about future or the contractors themselves or the local authority.
consultation? Has this been made clear to tenants? Now, all that impact upon the involvement of
(Mr Green) I think, in my view, perhaps tenants will derive a situation where the tenants say,

“consultation” is the wrong word and I would prefer “Right, we can’t handle this because there is too
to use the word “involvement”. We proceed on the much involved”. Would it not be better to leave it
guidance we have issued in these instances on with the local authorities, the elected councillors, the
consultation terms. We are more concerned that people who have been involved, the back-up services
tenants become involved in the whole process. that they have? Would it not be far better to leave it

with the elected members and the local authorities52. So why is that not written in the Order then to
than to have all this mismatch of involvement andstart with?
consultation by which the tenants will be mystified(Mr McNulty) It is and it says in the Explanatory
because of the amount of consultation that will beDocument basically how, if the Order is secured, the

various range of ways in which consultation becomes involved?
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(Mr McNulty) If I could be ever so slightly more than simply the Secretary of State rubber-

stamping if there has been consultation or not, thereprovocative, I would say that would assume that if
you did leave it there, every single local authority in are stronger processes in place than that and the

points about guidance still prevail. The way I see it,the country to an extent, a significant housing
authority, would have a wonderfully good record we are taking the best of the guidance and everything

else from the previous regime and putting it in thebecause of their political control in terms of
consulting and involving their tenants in housing body of the new Order and it still has a significant

importance in the nature and style of thematters and that is not the case at all. There are very,
very good examples of housing participation consultation. What I was saying about the other

point, which I think is outside the scope of both theinvolving the tenants in processes. It is outside the
scope of this Order, but I think there is a good case original Bill and the Order, is putting on the face of

it that somehow councils should facilitate thefor saying that in any of the four examples of howwe
are trying to up the decency standard that there education and training of their tenants to get

properly engaged in the consultation process.should be more and more education and training to
ensure that there is proper and detailed tenant Personally, I think they should, but it is outside the

scope of the Order.involvement, so they are not just simply being
befuddled, as you say, because I think if
consultation, as you say, Mr O’Brien, is simply
bombarding them, then it is not going to be terribly Mrs Curtis-ThomaseVective. If there is not some mechanism for
developing the local residents’ and tenants’ 60. You claim that these proposals will improve
organisation and getting them involved in the conditions for tenants. Do you think it is going to
process and allowing individuals to get involved in improve conditions for tenants with more money in
the process, then it is not going to be terribly eVective. housing stock? How does your proposal bring about

improvements for tenants?56. Why did you not put that on the face of the (Mr McNulty) The upshot of this particularOrder, this question where you said just now that the proposal is if all these contracts come to fruitiontenants will be part of the exercise, but we are relying 30,000 more homes will be up to and beyond theon the old legislation and then the Secretary of State decent home standard. It is not a claim, it is a matterwill decide? of fact if they go through. This needs to be seen, as(Ms Millington) Well, there is power to make Mr White said earlier, in the context of the fourregulations to provide consultation. specific arrangementswe have for public housing and
it is but one aspect of that. I could go into a full57. Well, the fact that the tenants will be involved
routine about how housing capital has increased byor whether it is involvement in consultation, I think
2.5 times over the last number of years and how wethat it would be much better if there was something
have £1.5 billion more now to spend on housing thatspecific in the Order which the tenants could refer to
Mr Prescott is going to talk about further when heeither to the contractor or to the local authority or to
makes his statement, but in the broader context ofwhomever that they would be involved, but as it is
public housing this is a key element especially for thenow, it is left to the Secretary of State.
30,000 tenants involved. I think our record is(Ms Millington) You want something saying that
currently second to none and growing.they are involved?
61. That money would be there irrespective of this58. Something saying that the tenants will have this

PFI. It is not conditional on this PFI. So why doesright. If that is not going to be there then I think you
this PFI make a diVerence in that regard?ought to leave it with the elected members and the
(Mr McNulty) Because for 30,000 people it willlocal authorities. The Minister says they are not all

mean their homes come up to a decent standard.excellent, but in another forum we are saying that
where people are not excellent at it we will give them 62. Are you saying, Minister, and forgive me for
an opportunity to improve; if not, wewill send people my ignorance in this matter, that that money would
in to show them how to do it.Why can that not apply not be available unless the PFI is there? My
to housing? understanding is that the money is there in the
(Mr McNulty)What is left to the Secretary of State housing budget.

is approval of the consultation mechanisms that the (Mr Green) It is a means of drawing in private
contractor and the local authority put in place. sector—

59. And agreements and sub-agreements. 63. But it is not the only means, is it?
(Mr McNulty) Absolutely, especially in the case (Mr Green) No.

where, as the guidance suggests, the consultation will
64. The question I asked you is how does this PFIcome in a number of forms. Where consultation is a

give them any more benefit when they could receivedelegated function then the SPV, the special purpose
that benefit without it?vehicle, will consult with tenants about the
(Mr McNulty) Will these 11 local authorities bringappointment of a manager and all that and they

these 30,000 homes up to a standard of decencywould then have to put forward proposals together
without the PFI route? I suspect the answer is no.with details of consultations with tenants, the whole

lot, to the authority and then they5 would have to 65. That is a very diVerent answer. That is using the
apply for agreement to the Secretary of State. It is PFI to induce a reaction from the local authorities to

get them to do something and I suggest this is in view
5 i.e. the authority. of the measures that you could choose to do that.
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(Mr Green) No, it is not. We are trying to give delegation of housing management are as we say,

there are no real risks and it is not for me, very veryauthorities more options for how they bring about
investment into their housing. It is giving more happily in terms of my time and eVorts, to prejudge

the details of each and every individual PFI contract.flexibility.

66. So it is about flexibility?
(Mr McNulty) And choice.

Chairman

69. What would happen if a PFI contract
collapsed?Mr Bercow
(Mr McNulty) Hopefully to my left or right

67. Minister, good morning to you. How can you someone else will jump in shortly. What would
assess the risks associated with the delegation of happen is exactly the same as would happen in any
housing management without simultaneously case of a contract collapsing in terms of contracts let
assessing the risks of PFI? Does not the bland by local authorities, there will be severe penalties
statement contained in the explanatory document, involved and the local authority would have to pick
annex A, paragraph b, “. . . no risks are associated up the pieces.
with the changes being made”, demonstrate a failure (Mr Green) In the event of a possible termination
to assess properly the implications of these then the banks have a right to bring in new
proposals? contractors to try and resolve the situation. In the
(Mr McNulty) I do not think so because I do not event of a termination because of poor performance,

think it is a blind statement, it is accurate. In the there are compensation payments to be made to the
context of the very narrow and specific changes that authority6.
this Order is about there are no lesser or greater risks.
In the wider context of a risk transfer in terms of the
specific PFI contracts, they are part of that wider Mr O’Brien
process and we all know that risk transfer is a key

70. On the question of replacing the windows,part of that process. Within the narrower confines of
what happens to the tenants’ interests? Do we waitthe changes to Section 27 and the shift to delegate
until the new contracts are signed? What happens tofurther housing management, we do believe as a
the tenants’ contracts?Department there are no further risks other than
(Mr McNulty) The delegation would refer back towhat there are in the contracts and that is in the

the local authority and they would continue thecontracts that have been drawn wider than
work.specifically resolving issues around these specific

contracts. 71. So they will have to bring in new contractors?
(Mr McNulty) Or do it themselves, yes.68. In a sense you are distinguishing between

diVerent forms of risk, risk in the general sense and 72. If there is a public works department.
risk in the rather specific and financial sense that we (Mr McNulty) We are not talking about huge
associate with PFI and that is a perfectly legitimate projects here.
distinction for you to make. Given that we are

73. If we are talking about three or four houses andtalking about a greater delegation and given that you
tenants who have their windows out at this time ofare the Minister on behalf of the Government
the year maybe, that is not unusual and suddenly therecommending this change through the reform
contractor says I cannot continue and we haveprocess being made, are you yourself satisfied with
tenants left in this situation, what happens to theirthe specific provisions in terms of the potential for
interests?financial penalties for poor performance in relation
(Mr McNulty) The council will act in their bestto these contracts? And if you are about to say you

interests and get the thing resolved as soon asare I feel sure that you will want to give us at least a
possible. It is not an unfamiliar tale even with privatebrief illustration of what those specific financial
contractors or, in one or two cases, with DLOs.penalties are in respect of contracts.

(Mr McNulty) I cannot give you the specific 74. This is new.
boundaries for the specific contracts. In the case of (Mr McNulty) But the kind of contract you are
north-east Derbyshire and Manchester, you may talking about going belly up and the tenants being
think I carry round the contracts inmy head but I am the ones most directly aVected because there is work
afraid I do not. There will be specific penalties in on-going, the council would have to act in an urgent
there for failure to deliver. You are absolutely right capacity to get that resolved ahead of resolving the
in the sense that my concern and the Committee’s issue of who the new contractor is, but that sort of
concern is specifically in terms of the risks associated happened as well under the CCT regime.
with the delegation of house management and not a
fuller assessment of the risk involved with the PFI 6 The statement is not strictly correct since there may be a
contract and in that context and in the wider context payment to the contractor in these circumstances reflecting
about protection we spoke about earlier, the Audit their investment in the project to-date. Procedures following

termination are complex and governed by HM TreasuryCommission regime and this not being somemystical
guidance, ‘Standardisation of PFI Contracts’, chapter 20.contract that is outwith the entire internal and
The aim is to ensure ‘That the Authority is no worse oV as aexternal regime and the auditing and financial result of termination . . .’ and that ‘it does not give the

regulatory regimes that local authorities are obliged Authority a windfall gain . . .’. In addition, the contractor is
to operate within. With all those caveats I would say likely to have suVered heavy penalties leading up to

termination.I am satisfied that the risks involved with the
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(Mr Green) It makes no diVerence. The changeMr Love
from agency to the two paragraphs that we intend to75. I apologise for the fact that I am becoming a insert makes no change in that respect.little more confused as we go on. As I understand it
(Mr McNulty) In terms of risk, they do give thatall these PFIs have been introduced to arm’s length

dimension of flexibility.management organisations. As I understand it the
(Ms Millington) I think there could be a slightdecision has been taken that only those housing

problem with the risk transfer with the agency asmanagers who are considered to be three star or
agent and it is preferable not to use the words “aswhatever is the current definition are allowed to be
agent”.arm’s length management organisations, so we have
Chairman:MrBennett is going to pursue that itemsome security in that although it might not be very

in a few minutes. We will leave that.good it is the best of local Government housing
managers that are going into this process. I would
ask you to confirm how that is being done. The

Chris Molesecond thing is, as I understand it under the current
definition only certain people can act as agents of the 77. Presumably as part of the risk assessment the
local authority. That limits the amount of risk that examinationwould be that there would be some form
can be transferred through a PFI scheme. Can you of bonding for the contractor that would require that
confirm that without the changes that we are talking bond to pay for the additional costs that the local
about here there will be some curb on the ability of authoritywould incur for the emergencyworks of the
an arm’s lengthmanagement organisation to transfer sort Mr O’Brien was talking about?
the risk to the other organisation involved in the PFI? (Mr Green) Yes. In the current projects we are
Finally, is it housing associations acting as the PFI looking at the private sector to do that and to take
partner in these situations or is it other private sector out insurance as well.
organisations, i.e. building contractors or whoever? Chris Mole: Thank you.
Perhaps you could give us some indication.
(Mr Green) These are two separate things. PFI

housing projects are separate fromALMOs, they are Andrew Bennett
two distinct forms of investment. Sorry, my mind

78. Can I go on to this question about taking outhas gone.
the phrase “as agent”. Can you just explain to me(Mr McNulty) While your mind is coming back let
what is going to happen as a result of subsections 13me go back to Andy’s first point. I am sorry if there
and 14 of the proposed new section 27?is some confusion. Whilst the changes to this Order
(Mr McNulty) Given that sounds like a legalcan potentially impact on Brian’s three privatisation

question the lawyers can have a look at it.routes, PFI, stock transfer7 and ALMOs, the
(Ms Millington) Could you just repeat yourcontracts that we are talking about are PFI contracts

question again, sorry?that are coming to fruition and need this particular
aspect to come to what we think is the most 79. Can you explain what the real significance of
satisfactory solution. At the moment no ALMO is taking the words “as agent” out is?
anticipating going down this route. We are simply (Ms Millington) The purpose of the proposed
saying that if it is drawn broad enough they may amendments of section 27 is to enable the local
decide in the future to do that subcontracting. On housing authority to make a management agreement
your point about how housing departments apply to giving another person the ability to exercise certain
become ALMOs, it was only those who had the best housing management functions. The purpose of the
value inspections who got three stars. The amendment is to enable that person to make a sub-
Chancellor in the last Pre-Budget Report or the last agreement with another person to carry out some or
Budget knocked that down to two stars, so it is still all of those functions. If it is an agency, “as agent”
the very best of local Government, but at two stars it implies that a lot remainswith the principal under the
will run at a three star level. ALMOs may use this, general law of agencies. So it is clearer to remove the
but at the moment the first likely use of this is PFIs words “as agent” and to reflect what was in the 1994
and in that context all we said before about Deregulation and Contracting Out Act as a more
protection from the old section 27 to this remain, modern provision and to provide specifically what
what I said about the local Government auditing the relationship between the parties to the
regime remains, and hopefully by this stage Mr management agreement is and that is done in
Green’s brain is engaged again and he can pick up the subsection 13. So essentially the local housing
other points. authority remains liable to third parties and
(Mr Green) As the Minister says, we do not subsection 14 states that that does not apply for the

anticipate ALMOs making use of these changes. We purposes of the management agreement or for the
are certainly not aware of any housing contractors purposes of criminal proceedings. It enables a
being involved in ALMOs at the moment. Are there manager to make arrangements between the various
any other points? management agencies without having to fit in the

framework of agency and principal and agent.76. Just the point about risk transfer under the
PFI. Is that in any way constrained by the current 80. I am not all that much the wiser as a result of
legislation and is the change thatwe are talking about that, but perhaps other members are quicker than
here in order to allow you to transfer more risk under me. Mr McNulty, can you just explain to me where
the PFI? the buck stops, because you must have dealt with

constituency cases and I suspect most of us round the
7 Refer back to page 7. table deal with constituency cases when you want to
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know whose door you can go and bang on to get Brian White
something done or the tenant knows who they can

84. One of the things this Committee has to do,take to court. As a result of this, supposing we go
Minister, as you will be aware, is not just allowback to your replacement windows scenario and the
departments to take legislation and copy it fromwindows have been put in at number eight and
somewhere else, it has to look at whether it is in plainperhaps aMrsMcNulty is not happy with the way in
English or not, if it is comprehensible and simply towhich the replacement windows have been put in
copy it is not good enough. Why did not thebecause the water is streaming down them and the
Department, in bringing forward a Regulatorycondensation is really bad and she wants to get
Order, in looking at regulatory reform, not ensure itsomething sorted out, but the people who put the
was in plain English? Why did you not try and makewindows in say it is not their fault, it is the ventilation
subsections 13 and 14 understandable so that youstrip above the window, does that mean she still has
could have answered the question rather than refer itthe same rights in the future as she has now either to
to the lawyer?go to court or to go and bang on the door of the
(Mr McNulty) I suspect a lot of troubles in themanaging agents and get them to redress the problem

language looks like that is exactly what we haverather than having to take on a variety of people who
done. You will know that however much we askare providing the services?
departments or individuals to use plainEnglish, there(Mr McNulty) I think ultimately the council are
are a set of specific legalistic buzz words that,still the landlord so the responsibility lies there. I
whatever we think theymightmean,mean somethingthink what this does is bring into play both the
specific and in that context and under contract lawoverall agent, i.e. the lead contractor and to an extent
agent has a whole range of legalistic consequencesthe subcontractor. I wish that the sort of problemMr
that go far beyond mine or your ken or mine or yourBennett is outlining was unique to the introduction
aYliation and aVection with plain English.of PFI and housing but it sounds terribly familiar in

all sorts of other ways. 85. So why are the explanatory notes not better?
(Mr McNulty) It says in our notes, “The

81. I am not suggesting that. I am suggesting it is a Department . . .”—it should say OYce—“. . . would
fairly common problem.What I want to know is that like to apologise for any lack of clarity in the
as this goes through it will not make it any more explanatory document.” I think that could have been
diYcult to get the matter resolved because in the end explained far better than it was and I would duly
the buck will stop with one individual rather than it apologise to the Committee for that. I cannot
being divided up between the responsibilities of apologise either for the English legal system or its
several people. vocabulary.
(Mr McNulty) Despite the subsequent division the

council is still the landlord and the final arbiter and
the key democratic focal point. It may increase the
targets for the council subsequently to get their Chris Mole
pound of flesh once the buck does stop with them in

86. Minister, the Department’s explanatory noteterms of their legal responsibility being with other
observes that in Unison’s response they raise aagents, but I do not perceive, given the detail of this,
number of pertinent points in relation to staV whoit worsening Mrs McNulty at number eight’s
transfer to a PFI contractor. What do you mean byaccountability trail at all.
the “pertinent points” in respect of the Unison
response and what was the general reference to82. So what is the point of taking out the phrase
workforce issues?“as agent”?
(Mr McNulty) I think in the broadest sense, as it(Mr McNulty) The very much less than

says in paragraph 14 above that, much of Unison’sunderstandable legalese that my colleague on my left
concerns were about TUPE positions, the transfer ofjust went through for you. I think it is more about the
undertakings, the protection of employmentdivision and the ability to subcontract down, as I
regulations 1981, they were very much in thatunderstand it in my pidgin legalese, has to be duly
context. I think if clauses 100 and 101 of the Localapportioned elsewhere. “As agent” means you are
Government Bill secured in Second Readingacting on behalf of the principal, i.e. the council. That
yesterday go through that will regularise some of theis no longer the case if you are subcontracting down
positions that many of the unions have diYcultiesand the subcontractor is acting on behalf of the main
with under TUPE, but I think Unison’s principalcontractor who is acting on behalf of the principal.
concerns were in regard to TUPE and generalSo “as agent” is too restrictive in legalistic terms and
pertinent workforce issues. If I was party to it at theit means no more than that as I understand it.
time I would have said otherwise, although the first
port of call in terms of unions was the TUC which
seemed rather strange to me in terms of a wider
public consultation, but subsequently it did go to all
the relevant and pertinent public sector unions,

Chairman Unison, Amicus, GMB and UCATT, so their
concerns are along the lines of TUPEand the transfer

83.MrWhite is our expert on plain English so I am of staV.
going to ask Brian to come in.
(Mr McNulty) With the best will in the world, that 87. But you have not responded specifically to their

points in your departmental response.does not help us where lawyers are concerned.
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(Mr McNulty) Because there is no specific Andrew Bennett

variation of the current national provision in terms
90. You have told us you have a problem with theof TUPE or any other transfer of staV or

five or six PFIs that are coming along. You couldundertakings that are unique to this Order in any
have chosen to have gone for a very narrow piece ofway, that is why there has been no specific response
regulatory reform to deal with those. You haveto their concerns other than the other points they
actually chosen to go for something that is wider, asmade about contract specifications and those sorts of
you told us earlier, which deals with a whole lot ofelements which will partly address some of their
problems.Would it not have been fairer to have dealtconcerns with the workforce.
with the very specific problems of these five in this

88. So you could give an assurance to this Order and then left the wider issues for the Housing
Committee that the Regulatory Reform Order does Bill which is going to come along in due course?
not worsen the position with regard to employment (Mr McNulty) I do not think so, not least because
protection for those who transferred from one the problems are the same. The problem is the
contractor to a subcontractor? legalistic point to do with the sub-delegation of the
(Mr McNulty) Absolutely. That would prevail housing management function in the sense that there

under the current TUPE arrangements that prevail in are two or three PFI contracts that may be able to be
the national domain. Hopefully, should the will of let by local authorities and in a far more satisfactory
the Government coincide with the will of Parliament way as a result of this Order than they would
in terms of the Local Government Bill, as I read them otherwise. I do not think it would have been a terriblythey will be enhanced anyway in the context of some good use of the RRO process just to do it specificallyof the elements we are dealing with in the local round those contracts given that its application andGovernment Bill. its reform had far wider implications, neither can I

prejudge the direction and evolution of ALMOs,
TMOs or some of these other aspects or how theyMr Havard utilize them. The reform process is about

89. As I understand it your OYce has given the deregulating a particular piece of what we now see as
assurance to Unison in relation to ALMOs that they inappropriate legislation and a burden and barrier to
will have this protection in the way you have just flexibility for local governments. How that is utilized
described. However, one of Unison’s problems is if I think is a secondary point. It is not our job to pop
the whole proposal gives extra flexibility to local back to the Committee any time we fancy changing
authorities presumably it helps to improve their or deleting something for specific contractual
management processes, which would probably be a purposes but to look at the widest application and
jolly good idea as well, it gives them more flexibility, whether it is appropriate to reform things in the
but theymay choose to use it more broadly than they widest context, which is what we have done.
are currently using it. I am unclear as to how theywill

91. But this is not really deregulation, this isuse it and where and I have heard statements that
actually new regulation and diVerent regulation.there are no plans to do much more with it at the
Does the Department have a clear line as to whatmoment, but Unison’s problem is should it then be
should be done by primary legislation and whatused more extensively in the housing management
should be attempted through this channel?field or other parts of local authority activities and
(Mr McNulty) I think we do. I do not think we do,does the same protection then follow. You have

given them specific assurances about the current I knowwe do.We have the draft Housing Bill and we
situation, but if you are giving flexibility to broaden have the Local Government Bill which in a wider
it even further how are they protected in those context will impact on local Government, so that has
circumstances? some degree of impact on this. The best advice we
(Mr McNulty) There is nothing in the short term have in terms of the Parliamentary dimension is even

with these two or three PFI contracts in mind that if—and it does not really accordwith our timetable—
may or may not come to fruition with or without the the Local Government Bill would have been the
Order. If ALMOs, TMOs or any other variation or appropriate vehicle, it would have pushed the scope
model of public sector social housing were to go of that Bill in parliamentary terms beyond its long
down this route, the one thing I cannot rule out is any title, so it was not an appropriate vehicle.We are very
change or otherwise to the TUPE system in future. clear on what we want in terms of secondary
As of now, the assurance already given to Unison is legislation and aspects of the deregulatory route in
that there is nothing in here that worsens the terms of securing what we want in terms of housing.
protection of their members in terms of TUPE
regulations and that will prevail in the future. I hope
my interpretation of the clauses in the Local
Government Bill are right, that changes we are doing Chairman
elsewhere in a national context to TUPE especially in

92. Any other questions from members? Is thereterms of pay and conditions for those work forces
any point you feel you or your team have not madewho do transfer will be enhanced and that
and would like to make before you go? There were aenhancement will follow through on this, but as I
couple of points where we have said you would giveunderstand it there is absolutely nothing in here or
a written reply. You will recognise our time-tablingany subsequent utilisation of this in areas outside the
means that if you want these to be taken into accountPFI contracts that will lessen the protection aVorded
they have to be dealt with speedily. Is there any pointto public sector workers under the TUPE regulations

now. It is a point of real concern. you wish to make before you depart from us?
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(Mr McNulty) I wouldmake three simple points in Committee are fully aware why I am here rather than

Lord Rooker. I should have said that at theconclusion. Number one, I think I would disagree
withMr Bennett, this is deregulation and a release of beginning. Thank you very much for your time.
burdens or at least an expansion of flexibility rather Chairman: We are sorry that Lord Rooker could
than otherwise, which is part of the definition of not be with us. We more than welcome you here, but
burden. Number two, it has been a great privilege to we do understand the unfortunate situation which
be the first Minister to appear before a Joint has prevented him from being here. Can I thank you
Committee in terms of the specifics of an RRO. very much for coming along.
Thirdly, can I simply put on record Lord Rooker’s
apologies for not being here. I think most of the
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